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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we introduce and study three different notions via ideals namely  b-local function, the set operator Ψb 
and b-compatibility of τ with I. We characterize these new sorts. Several properties of them have been studied and their 
relationships with other types of similar operators are also investigated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Ideals topological spaces have been first introduced by K. Kuratowski [4] in 1930.Vaidyanathaswamy [9]introduced 
local function in 1945 and defined a topology τ. M.E. Abd El Monsef , E.F. Lashien and A.a Nasef [1] introduced semi 
local function in 1992 and defined a topology τ*s . In 2012 Sukalyan Mistry and Shyamapada Modak [8] defined Pre 
local function and Ψp operator. In this paper we introduce and study three different notions via ideals namely b-local 
function, the set operator Ψb , and b-compatibility of τ with I and investigate their relationships with other types of 
similar operators . 
 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
 
Let ),( τX  be a topological space and XA ⊆ . We denote closure of A and interior of A by clA  and Aint   
respectively. 
 
Definition 2.1: A set A in a topological space  ),( τX  is called 
(a) semi open [3] if ))(int(AclA ⊆  
(b) pre open [5] if ))(int( AclA ⊆  
(c) b-open [2] if ))(int())(int( AclAclA ⊆  
 
The class of all semi open, pre open and b-open sets in X will be denoted by ),( τXSO , ),( τXPO and ),( τXBO  
respectively. The complements of these open sets are called corresponding closed sets. 
 
Definition 2.2: [2] The intersection of all b-closed sets containing A is called b-closure of A and is denoted by 

)(Abcl . The union of all b-open sets contained in A is called b-interior of A and is denoted by )int(Ab . It is easy to 
prove that )()int( AXbclXAb −−= , A is b-closed if and only if )(AbclA = and A is b-open if and only if 

)int(AbA = . A subset XN x ⊆ is called a b-neighbourhood of x  if there exists a b-open set XA ⊆ such that

xNAx ⊆∈ . The family of all b-neighbourhoods of x  will be denoted by )(xBN . It is seen that 

{ φ≠∈= AUXxAbcl /)(   for every })(xBNU ∈  
 
Definition 2.3: [4] An ideal  I on a non empty set X  is a collection of subsets of X  which satisfies the following 
properties: 
(i) IA∈ , IB∈  ⇒  IBA ∈∪   
(ii) IA∈ , AB ⊂  ⇒  IB∈ .  
 
A topological space ),( τX  with an ideal I  on X  is called an ideal topological space and is denoted by ),,( IX τ .  
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Let Y be a subset of X . { }IIYIIY ∈∩= /  is an ideal on Y  and by ( )YIYY ,/,τ  we denote the ideal 
topological subspace. Let )(XP  be the power set of X , then a set operator (  )*: )()( XPXP →  called the local 

function [7] of A with respect to τ  and I  is defined as follows:For XA ⊂ , { IAUXxIA ∉∩∈= /),(* τ  for 

every open set U  containing }x . 
 

We simply write *A instead of *( , )A I τ  in case there is no confusion. A Kuratowski closure operator )(*cl  for a 

topology ),(* ττ I , called the *τ - topology is defined by * *( )cl A A A= ∪ . A set operator 
)()(:),( XPXPI →τψ is defined as follows: For any XA ⊆ , XxAI ∈= {))(,( τψ  such that there exists 

open set U  such that }IAU ∈− . I  is said to be compatible with τ , denoted by τ~I  if the following holds: for 

XA ⊆ , if for every Ax∈ there exists open set U such that IAU ∈∩ then IA∈ . 
 

Definition 2.4 [1] A set operator )()(:)( * XPXPS →  called a semi local function with respect to τ  and I  is  

defined as follows: For XA ⊂ , { IAUXxIA S ∉∩∈= /),(* τ  for every semi open set U  containing }x . A 

Kuratowski closure operator * ( )scl  for a topology * ( , )s Iτ τ  is defined by SS AAACl ** )( ∪= . A set operator 

)()(:),( XPXPIs →τψ is defined as follows: For any XA ⊆ , XxAIs ∈= {))(,(` τψ  such that there exists 

)(xSNU ∈  such that }IAU ∈− . I is said to be s-compatible with τ , denoted by τ
s

I ~  if the following holds: 
for XA ⊆ , if for every Ax∈ there exists )(xSNU ∈ such that IAU ∈∩ then IA∈ . 
 
Definition 2.5[6] A set operator *( ) : ( ) ( )p P X P X→ , called the pre-local function of I  with respect to τ   is 

defined as follows. For XA ⊆ , {* ( , ) /p
xA I x X U A Iτ = ∈ ∉  for every pre open set U  containing }x  when 

there is no ambiguity, we will simply write * ( )pA I or *( ) pA instead of * ( , )pA I τ . * ( )pcl A is defined as 
*( ) ( )pA A I  

A set operator )()(:),( XPXPIp →τψ is defined as follows: For any XA ⊆ , XxAIp ∈= {))(,(` τψ  such 

that there exists )(xPNU ∈  such that }IAU ∈− . 
 
3. b-LOCAL FUNCTION 
 
In this section we introduce new class of the set operator b*)( using b-neighbourhood and discuss various properties. 
 
Definition 3.1: Given an ideal space ),,( IX τ , a set operator )()(:)( * XPXPb → , called the b-local function of 
I  with respect to τ   is defined as follows. 
 
For XA ⊆ , {* ( , ) /b

xA I x X U A Iτ = ∈ ∉  for every })(xBNU x ∈  when there is no ambiguity, we will 

simply write )(* IA b or bA *)( instead of ),(* τIA b . )(* Acl b is defined as )()( * IAA b  
 
Remark 3.2: Since )()( XBOXPO ⊆⊆τ  and )()( XBOXSO ⊆⊆τ  we have the following. 
(a) Every b-local function is a semi local function 
(b) Every b-local function is a pre local function. 
 
Theorem 3.3: Let ),,( IX τ be an ideal topological space and XBA ⊆, . Then the following statements hold. 

1. φφ =b* , bb BABA ** ⊆⇒⊆  and φ=bE *  if IE ∈  

2. For another ideal )()(, ** IAJAJIJ bb ⊆⇒⊆  

3. )(*** AclAAA pb ⊆⊆⊆  
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4. )(*** AclAAA sb ⊆⊆⊆  

5. )()(* AclAbclA b ⊆⊆  

6. ( ) bbb AA *** )(⊆  

7. bbb BABA *** )()()( ∩⊆∩  

8. bbb BABA ***)( ∪⊇∪  

9. )()()( ** AclAbclA bb ⊆=  

10. If IE ∈  then bbb EAAEA *** )\()( ==∪  

11. If τ∈U  then bbb AUAUUAU *** )()()( ∩⊆∩∩=∩  
 
Proof:  
(1) and (2) are obvious by definition of b-local function. 
(3) Obvious since )()( XBoXPo ⊆⊆τ  and I∈φ . 
(4) Obvious since )()( XBoXSo ⊆⊆τ  and I∈φ . 

(5) bAx *∈  implies  IUA ∉∩  for every )(xBNU ∈  implies φ≠∩UA  for every )(xBNU ∈ implies 
)(Abclx∈ . 

(6) ( ) =
bbA ** { IAUXx b

x ∉∈ *)(/   for every })(xBNU x ∈  

                   { IAUXx x ∉∈⊆ /  for every })(xBNU x ∈  

                   bA *)(=  . 
(7) Follows from (1) 
(8) Follows from (1) 
(9) If bAXx *)(\∈  then there exists )(xBNM ∈  such that IMA ∈∩ . Therefore there exists  

     )(XBoU ∈  such that MUx ⊆∈ . So IUA ∈∩  and this implies bAXU *)(\⊆ . Therefore  

    
bAX *)(− is the union of b-open sets and hence it is b-open. So bA *)( is b-closed. Therefore  

    )()())(()()( ** AclAbclAbclbclAbclA bb ⊆=⊆= . Hence bA*  is b-closed sub set of )(Acl . 

(10) AEA ⊆−  implies bb AEA **)( ⊆−                                                                                                                (A) 
 
Let bAx *∈ . Suppose bEAx *)\(∉ , then there exists ( )xU BN x suchthat∈  IEAU x ∈∩ )\( .  
 
Then IEAUE x ∈∩∪ )]\([ . This implies that IAUE x ∈∩∪ ][ . So, IAU x ∈∩  which is a contradiction 

to the fact that bAx *∈ . So, bb EAA ** )\(⊆                                                                                                             (B) 
 
From (A) and (B) we get bb AEA **)\( =  when IE ∈ . 

(11) Let U τ∈ , bAUx *)(∩∈ and xU  be a b-open set containing x . Then ( )xU U BO X∩ ∈  and hence 

IAUU x ∉∩∩ )(  which proves bAUx *)( ∩∈ .Therefore bb AUAU ** )()( ∩⊆∩ .  
 
So bbb AUUAUUAU *** )())(()( ∩∩⊆∩∩=∩                                                                                           (A) 
 
On the otherhand,  AAU ⊆∩   implies bb AAU **)( ⊆∩  
 
Therefore bb AUAUU ** )()( ∩⊆∩∩                                                                                                                    (B) 
 
From (A) and (B) it follows that bb AUUAU ** )()( ∩∩=∩  
 
Remark 3.4: In general bbb BABA ***)( ∪≠∪  and bbb BABA ***)( ∩≠∩ as seen from examples (3.5) and  
(3.6). 
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Example 3.5: Let Z be the set of integers, τ  be the cofinite topology in X and { }φ=I .  

Then {( ) ,BO X ϕ= all infinite subsets of X } and { CAAXXBC /,)( = is infinite }.  
 
Let += ZA and −= ZB . Then { }oZBA −=∪ . 
 
In this space, for a subset ZK ⊆ , KKbclK b == )(*  if CK  is infinite 

Z=  if CK   is finite. 
 
So  AA b =* , BB b =* , { }oZBA bb −=∪ **   whereas ZBA b =∪ *)( .  
 
Therefore bbb BABA ***)( ∪≠∪  and )()()( *** BclAclBAcl bbb ∪≠∪ . 
 
Example 3.6: In the ideal space given in example (3.5), let { }nnnnZA ,1,,.........1,\ −+−−=  and  

{ }nnnnB ,1,,.........1, −+−−= . Then φ=∩ )( BA , φ=∩ bBA *)( , ZA b =* , BB b =*  and 
bbb BABBA *** )( ∩≠=∩ . Therefore )()()( *** BclAclBAcl bbb ∩≠∩ . 

 
Remark 3.7: In the ideal space ),,( IX τ because )()()( *** BclAclBAcl bbb ∪≠∪  in general, we are not able to 

define a topology using the operator )(*bcl  . To define a topology we need the following definitions. 
 
Definition 3.8: An ideal space ),,( IX τ  said to be 

1. −b*  finitely additive if 
n

i

b
i

bn

i
i AA

1

*
*

1

)(
==

=







 for every finite positive integer n. 

2. −b*  additive if 
Ω∈Ω∈

=








α
α

α
α

b
b

AA *
*

)(  for every indexing set Ω . 

3. −b*  finitely multiplicative if 
n

i

b
i

bn

i
i AA

1

*
*

1

][
==

=







 for every finite positive integer n. 

4. −b*  multiplicative if 
*

*[ ]
b

bA Aα α
α α∈Ω ∈Ω

 
= 

 
   for every indexing set Ω . 

 
Remark 3.9:  
1. Every −b*  additive (resp −b*  multiplicative) space is −b*  finitely additive (resp −b*  finitely 
multiplicative). 
2. )(* AclA b⊆  
3. If ),,( IX τ is −b*  finitely additive then  

(a) * * *( ) ( ) ( )b b bcl A B cl A cl B∪ = ∪  and 

(b) )())(( *** AclAclcl bbb = .  
 
Therefore in a −b*  finitely additive space, )(*bcl  satisfies   Kuratowski closure axioms. 
 
Definition 3.10: Let ),,( IX τ be a −b*  finitely additive space. If a −b* closed set A is defined to be one for which 

AAcl b =)(* , then the class of all complements of such sets is a topology on X denoted by b*τ , whose closure 

operation is given as bb AAAcl ** )()( ∪= . 
 
Example 3.11: The ideal space given in example (3.5) is not −b*  finitely additive, not −b*  finitely multiplicative 
and hence not −b*  additive and −b*  multiplicative. 
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Example 3.12: Let ),( τX  be an indiscrete space, Xx ∈0  and { }{ }0, xI φ= . In this space all subsets are b-open 

and b-closed.  { }0
* xAA b −=   if Ax ∈0  

                                A=             if  Ax ∉0  
 
This space is both −b*  additive and −b*  multiplicative. 
 
Example 3.13: Let ),( τX  be an indiscrete space, Xp∈  and { }/I A X p A= ⊆ ∉ .  
 
In this space  { }pA b =*   if Ap∈  
                             φ=     if  Ap∉  
 
This space is both −b*  additive and −b*  multiplicative. 
 
These examples show that spaces which are −b*  additive, −b*  multiplicative and spaces which are not  −b*  
additive, not −b*  multiplicative do exist.  
 
Remark 3.14: In a −b*  finitely additive space, ),,( IX τ , 

(1) { }AXAXclXA bb −=−⊆= )(/ **τ  

(2) * * *( ) ( ) ( ) ( )b scl A cl A cl A cl A⊆ ⊆ ⊆  and hence * * *s bτ τ τ τ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ . 
 
Thus a new topology b*τ  is defined in a −b*  finitely additive ideal space ),,( IX τ , with the  

help of b-local function and this topology is finer than *τ - topology. 
 
Theorem 3.15: Let ),,( IX τ be an ideal space. For XA⊆ , we have the following results. 

1.If { }φ=I  then )(* AbclA b =  and )()(* AbclAcl b = . 

2.If ( )I P X=  then φ=bA*  and AAcl b =)(* . 
 
Proof: Obvious from the definition of bA *)(  
 
Remark 3.16: In a −b*  finitely additive space ),,( IX τ  with ( )I P X= , b*τ  is the discrete topology since every 

subset is −b* open and −b* closed. 
 
Theorem 3.17: If I and J are two ideals in a −b*  finitely additive space such that JI ⊆ . Then )()( ** JI bb ττ ⊆ . 
 
Proof: Let A be closed in )(* Ibτ topology 

            JI ⊆ ⇒ )()( ** IAJA bb ⊆ . 
 
Therefore )()( ** AclAcl b

I
b

J ⊆  
 
Then AAclAclA b

I
b

J =⊆⊆ )()( ** . which proves )(* AclA b
J⊆  and so A is closed in )(* Jbτ . 

 
Definition 3.18: A subset A in an ideal space ),,( IX τ is said to be 

1. −b* dense subset in X if XAcl b =)(*  

2. −b* perfect  if AA b =* . 
3. −b* closed in X if * ( )bcl A A=  
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Theorem 3.19: In a −b*  finitely additive ideal space ),,( IX τ  the following are equivalent  

1. bW *τ∈     
2. WX −  is b*τ - closed 
3. )()( * WXWX b −⊆−  

4. bWXXW *)\(−⊆  
 
Proof: Obvious. 
 
4. THE SET OPERATOR ( , )b Iψ τ . 
 
Definition 4.1: Let ),,( IX τ  be an ideal space. A set operator )()(:),( XPXPIb →τψ is defined as follows.  
 
For any XA ⊆ , {( , )( ) /b I A x Xψ τ = ∈ there exists )(xBNU ∈  such that }IAU ∈− . 
 
Remark 4.2:  
1. Obviously ))(,( AIx b τψ∈  if and only if  bcAx *)(∉ .  Therefore b

b AXXAI *)\(\))(,( =τψ  . 

2. We denote ),( τψ Ib  simply by bψ  when no ambiguity is present. 

3. )()( AA sψψ ⊆  )(Bbψ⊆  

4. )()( AA pψψ ⊆ )(Bbψ⊆  
 
Theorem 4.3: For a subset A in an ideal space ),,( IX τ  the following results are true. 

1. If { }φ=I  then )int()( AbAb =ψ . 

2. If ( )I P X=  then XAb =)(ψ . 
 
Proof:  
1. )int()\(\)\(\)( * AbAXbclXAXXA b

b ===ψ  

2. XXAXXA b
b =−== φψ *)\(\)(  

 
The following theorem gives many basic and useful facts for the operator bψ .  
 
Theorem 4.4: Let A and B subsets in an ideal space ),,( IX τ .  

1. If  BA ⊆  then )()( BA bb ψψ ⊆ . 

2. )()()( BABA bbb ψψψ ∩⊆∩   . 
 
Proof: 

)()()\(\)\(\)\()\(\\.1 **** BABXXAXXAXBXAXBXBA bb
bbbb ψψ ⊆⇒⊆⇒⊆⇒⊆⇒⊆

2. Follows from 1. 
 
Theorem 4.5: Let ),,( IX τ  be a −b*  finitely additive space. Then  

1. If bU *τ∈  then )(UU bψ⊆  . 

2. For every XA ⊆ , then τψ ∈)(Ab . 

3. For every XA ⊆ , then ))(()( AA bbb ψψψ ⊆ . 

4. For every XA ⊆  and IE ∈  then )()()\( EAAEA bbb ∪== ψψψ . 

5. If )(XBoA∈  then )(AA bψ⊆ . 

6. If τ∈A  then )(AA bψ⊆ . 
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7. If A is semi open then )(AA bψ⊆ . 

8. If A is pre open, then )(AA bψ⊆ . 

9. If ατ∈A  then )(AA bψ⊆ . 

10. If IABBA ∈∪ )\()\(  then )()( BA bb ψψ = . 
 
Proof: 
1. UXUXU bb \)\( ** ⊆⇒∈τ . Then UUXXU b

b ⊇= *)\(\)(ψ . 

2. By theorem 3.3, bAX *)( −  is b- closed.     Therefore bbbb AXAXbclAXcl **** )\()\(])\[( =⊆ .  
 
    Therefore bAX *)\(  is −b*  closed and hence bb

b AXXA **)\(\)( τψ ∈= . 

3. By (2)  b
b A *)( τψ ∈  and hence ))()( AA bbb ψψψ ⊆  by (1). 

4. bb
b EAXXEAXXEA ** ])\[(\)]\(\[(\)\( ∪==ψ )(]\[\ * AAXX b

b ψ== .(by thm (4.3)) 

   b
b EAXXEA *)](\[\)( ∪=∪ψ  bEAXX *]\)\[(\=  bAXX *]\[\=   )(Abψ= . 

5. If )(XBoA∈  then AX \  is b-closed. Therefore )\()\()\( * AXAXbclAX b =⊆  and this  

     implies A is −b*  open. So by (1) )(AA bψ⊆ . 

6. Follows from 5 since )(XBo⊆τ . 
7. Follows from 5 since )()( XBoXSo ⊆ . 
8. Follows from 5 since )()( XBoXPo ⊆ . 

9. Follows from 5 since ),(),( τττ α XPoXSo = . 

10. Let EBA =\  and HAB =\ . Then IHE ∈∪   implies  E and H are in I.  
 
By (4) HEAB ∪= )\(  implies )\()( EAA bb ψψ = . ])\[( HEAb ∪=ψ  (since IH ∈ )       )(Bbψ= . 
 
Definition 4.6:In an ideal space ),,( IX τ  , we say two subsets A and B are congruent modulo I (in notation 

IBA mod≡ ) if IABBA ∈∪ )\()\( . Obviously “  Imod≡   ” is an equivalence relation.  
 
Theorem 4.7 Let A and B are two subsets in −b*  finitely additive ideal space ),,( IX τ .If IBA mod≡   then  

)()( BA bb ψψ = . 
 
Proof: It follows from definition of )(mod IBA ≡  and by (10) of theorem (4.5). 
 
5. B-COMPATABILITY OF τ WITH I  
 

Definition 5.1 Given a space  IIX ),,,( τ is said to be b-compatible with τ , denoted by τ
b

I ~  if the following holds: 
for XA ⊆ , if for every Ax∈ there exists )(xBNU ∈ such that IAU ∈∩ then IA∈ . 
 
Remark 5.2  

Since  ),()( xBOXSO ⊆⊆τ τ
b

I ~ ⇒ ττ ~~ II
s

⇒  
. 

The following example shows the existence of this compatibility. 

Example 5.3 Let ),( τX be an indiscrete space, Xp∈ and }/{ ApXAI ∉⊆= . In this space τ
b

I ~ . 
 
Theorem 5.4 If ),,( IX τ is a *b-finitely additive ideal space then the following are equivalent. 

(1) τ
b

I ~  
(2)  If A has a cover of b-open set each of whose intersections with A is in I then A is in I . 
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(3) For every IAAAXA b ∈⇒=∩⊆ φ*,  

(4) For every IAAXA b ∈⊆ *\,  

(5) For every b*τ -closed subset IAAA b ∈− *,  

(6) For every XA ⊆ , if A contains no non-empty subset bBB *⊂ then .IA∈  
 

Proof: )2()1( ⇒ Let τ
b

I ~ and αAA ∪= where each αA is b-open and IAA ∈∩ α . Then by definition .IA∈  
 

)3()2( ⇒ for XA ⊆ .Let φ=∩ bAA * .So if Ax∈ then bAx *∉  
 
Therefore there exists )(xBNU x ∈ such hat IAU x ∈∩ . Then }/{ AxU x ∈ is an open cover for A and 

IAU x ∈∩ hence IA∈ . 
 

)4()3( ⇒ Let bAAx *=∈ . Suppose bbAAx ** )( −∈ then for every *( ), ( ) .bU BN x U A A I∈ ∩ − ∉  
 
This implies IAU ∉∩ which implies bAx *∈ which is a contradiction. 
 

φ=−∩−∴ bbb AAAA *** )()( and hence IAA b ∈− * by (3). 
 

)5()4( ⇒ Proof is obvious. 
 

)1()5( ⇒ Let XA ⊆ and for every Ax∈ there exists )(xBNU ∈ such that IAU ∈∩ . 
 
Then φ=∩ bAA * .Since ),,( IX τ is *b-finitely additive 

bbbbbbbbb AAAAAAAAA ********* )()( ∪⊆=∪⊆∪=∪  
bAA *∩∴ is *b-closed. By (5), .)()( *** IAAAA bbb ∈∪−∪  

 
But .)()()( ***** AAAAAAAA bbbbb =−∪=∪−∪ IA∈∴  
 

)6()4( ⇒ . Let .XA ⊆ By (4) IAA b ∈− * . Let bAAx *∩∈ . 
 
Suppose bbAAx ** )( ∩∉ then there exists )(xBNU ∈ such that IAAU b ∈∩∩ )( * . This implies that 

IAU ∈∩ which is a contradiction. Therefore bbb AAAA *** )( ∩⊆∩ . 
 
By (6) φ=∩ bAA * and this implies IAAA b ∈−= * .(Since ).)5()4( ⇒  
 

).4()6( ⇒ Let XA ⊆ .since φ=−∩− bbb AAAA *** )()( ,we have IAA b ∈− )( * by (6). 
 

Theorem 5.5 Let ),,( IX τ be an ideal space. Then τ
b

I ~  if and only if IAAb ∈−)(ψ   for all .XA ⊆  
 

Proof: Necessity: Assume that τ
b

I ~  .Let XA ⊆ , AAx b −∈ )(ψ  .Then .Ax∉ and there exists )(xBNU x ∈

such that IAU x ∈−  .Therefore for each AAx b −∈ )(ψ there exists )(xBNU x ∈ such that  
 

.))(( IAAU bx ∈−∩ ψ This implies IAAb ∈−)(ψ . 
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Sufficiency: Let XA ⊆  and for each Ax∈ there exists IAUxBNU xx ∈∩∋∈ )( .By definition of 

})(/{)(),( IAUxBNUAxAXA xxBb ∈∩∋∈∃∈=−ψψ  
 

IAXAXA b ∈−−−⊆∴ )()(ψ  
 

Theorem 5.6 Let ),,( IX τ be *b-finitely additive ideal space with τ
b

I ~ . Then XAAA bbb ⊆∀= )())(( ψψψ . 
 
Proof: From theorem (4.1) ))(()( AA bbb ψψψ ⊆ .By theorem (5.5) EAAb =−)(ψ for some IE ∈ .  
 
Therefore EAAb ∪=)(ψ . 
 
So, )()())(( AEAA bbbb ψψψψ =∪= , by theorem (4.5).  
 

Theorem 5.7 let ),,( IX τ be a*b-finitely additive ideal space with τ
b

I ~ . If ),(, xBOVU ∈ and )()( VU bb ψψ =  
then IVU mod≡ . 
 
Proof: By theorem (4.5) )(UU bψ⊆  
 

IVVVUVU bb ∈−=−⊆∴ )()(\ ψψ  
 
Therefore IVU mod≡  
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